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Abstract
This article was written based on the key concept of polysystem theory which,
in translating any literary text, emphasizes the transference of the social
systems in which a text is embedded. As stated by Tynjanov (1978a),
polysystem theory saw translated literature as a system operating in the larger
social systems of the target text. Thus, the task of understanding as well as
transferring such systems in their translations, which can certainly affect the
readers’ adequate understanding of texts, is a challenging job for most of the
literary translators. After identifying three main social systems in The Great

Gatsby as the corpus which was ranked second in the lists of the 100 Best
Novels of the 20th Century, the source and the target texts were studied
attentively, to study the way the respective systems were translated by the
Iranian literary translators. Therefore, the prominent element of Nord’s
textual analysis (1991), macrostructure, was focused throughout data
collection procedure. Then, it was demonstrated that especially through an
appropriate transference of the major conflict between the two predominant
classes in the novel, the translator has managed to suitably convey most of the
text’s social systems in his translation. Finally, it could be deduced that most of
the literary translators in Iran, somehow transferred the concerned systems
into some significantly adequate equivalents in their works.
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1. Introduction
As Even-Zohar (1978) stated, language is embedded in culture. A writer is a
product of a particular time and a particular context, just as a translator is a
product of the same or another time and another context. Thus, to fulfill a role
allocated by a community to the activity of translating, in a suitable way, finds
significance. However, it seems that especially the social systems of polysystem
theory have been usually, consciously or unconsciously, ignored by some
literary translators in Iran. Besides, the respective social aspects have seldom
been analyzed in any translated text, for example in the translation of a novel.
In this way, it seems quite appropriate to bring about some relevant comments
on the role of social systems in the translation of a literary work.
Almost all translation theorists (e.g., Munday, 2001) suggest that
polysystem theory has had a profound influence on translation studies, in such
a way that it has been considered as a less prescriptive statement of translation
in different contexts. Even-Zohar (1978) emphasized that translated literature
operated as a system first, in the way TL selected works for translation and
second, in the way translation norms, behavior and policies were influenced by
other co-systems. He focused on the interrelationships of all these systems in
the over-arching concept to which he gave a new term, the polysystem.
Moreover, according to him (ibid), translation studies followers, like several
translation theorists before them, tended to look at one-to-one relationships
and functional notions of equivalence; they believed in the subjective ability of
the translator to derive an equivalent text, that in turn influenced the literary
and cultural conventions in a particular society. Polysystem theorists presumed
the opposite: that the social norms and literary conventions in the receiving
culture or target system, governed the aesthetic presuppositions of the
translator and thus, influenced following translation decisions. Thus, the
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advantage of polysystem theory, apparently, is that it allows for its own
augmentation and integrates the study of literature with the study of social and
economic forces of history.
Moreover, for Toury (1995), the prominent scholar, translations primarily
occupied a position in the social and literary systems of the target culture, and
that position determined the translation strategies that were employed.

2. Methodology
Nord’s (1991) textual analysis, with its focus on the text’s macrostructure, as a
significant factor in analyzing any literary text as well as its translation, has been
used as the procedure to collect the necessary data.
It seems that one of the crucial aspects in the analysis of macrostructure is
the question of whether there are any sub-texts or in-texts embedded in the
source text (ST), i.e., The Great Gatsby. This is particularly important in
translation, because each level of communication may require a situational
analysis of its own. Additionally, as Nord (1991) stated, most writers on
translation theory then approved that before anything and as the only way to
certify that the ST had been fully understood, any translator initially had to
analyze the text thoroughly. Besides, she suggested that the function of the TT
was not settled on only from an analysis of the ST, but it was the purpose of the
intercultural communication that could pragmatically clarify it. The model
Nord (ibid) was striving to produce, then, was largely concerned with the
universals of culture-including language, i.e., communication and translation.

3. Results and Discussion
Organized in the three main subsystems of polysystem theory, namely the social
157
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type, the relative information in both ST and TT, which from now on are called
the social data, are well brought forward, based on Nord’s textual analysis.
Thus, such social information which are, in other words, the findings from the
comparative analysis of ST and TT in a macro level, can be significantly
categorized based on the specific feature of the American society through the
1920s, i.e., the Romantic Age, they are reflecting:
1. The Contempt of the West Eggers (the new money) by The East Eggers (the
old money)
1.1. The most domesticated body of salt water in the Western hemisphere, the
great wet barnyard of Long Island Sound (p. 5)
(21$)
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1.2. His family were enormously wealthy, even in college his freedom with
money was a matter for reproach but now he had left Chicago and come
East in a fashion that rather took your breath away. (p. 6)
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1.3. ‘You live in West Egg,’ she remarked contemptuously. ‘I know
somebody there.’ (p. 9)
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1.4. ‘Well, these books are all scientific’ insisted Tom, ‘this fellow has worked
out the whole thing. It’s up to us, who are the dominant race, to watch
out or these other races will have control of things.’
We’ve got to beat them down’, whispered Daisy. (p.11)
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1.5. ‘I told that boy about the ice’. Myrtle raised her eyebrows in despair at the
shiftlessness of the lower orders. ‘These people! You have to keep after
them all the time.’ (p. 22)
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1.6. …. All well dressed, all looking a little hungry, and all talking in low,
earnest voices to solid and prosperous Americans (p. 28)
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1.7. ‘He asked me my name and address- inside of a week I got a package
from Coirier’s with a new evening gown in it. It was gas blue and lavender
beads. Two hundred and sixty-five dollars. (p. 29)
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1.8. ‘Let’s get out,’ whispered Jordan; ‘this is much too polite for me’. (p. 30)
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1.9. A whole clan named Blackbuck, always gathered in a corner and flipped
up their noses like goats at whosoever came near. (p. 39)
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1.10. ‘I was brought up in America but educated at Oxford, because all my
ancestors have been educated there for many years. It is a family
tradition.’ (p.42)
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1.11. ‘A souvenir of Oxford days. It was taken in Trinity, Quad. The man on
my left is now the Earl of Doncaster’. (p.43)
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1.12. ‘He went to Oggsford College in England. You know Oggsford
College?’ ‘I’ve heard of it.’(p. 46)
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1.13. ‘He’s quite a character around New York
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a denizen of Broadway.’

(p.47)
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1.14. While we admired he brought more and the soft rich heap mounted
higher- shirts with stripes and scrolls and plaids, with monograms of
Indian blue. (p. 59)
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1.15. ‘An Oxford man!’ He was incredulous. ‘Like hell he is! He wears a pink
suit.’ (p.77)
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1.16. ‘Listen, Tom. If you’re such a snob, why did you invite him to lunch? ’
demanded Jordan crossly. (p.78)
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2. Prevalence of immorality among different layers of the American society
through Jazz Age
2.1. We all looked the knuckle was black and blue.
‘You did it, Tom,’ she said accusingly.’ That’s what I get for marrying a
brute of a man, a great, big, hulking physical specimen of a ------ ‘(p.10)
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2.2. ‘Why she said hesitantly, Tom’s got some woman in New York.’ ‘Got some
woman?’ I repeated blankly.
‘She might have the decency not to telephone him at dinner time. Don’t
you think?’ (p.12)
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2.3. ‘It does her good to get away.’
‘Doesn’t her husband object?’
‘Wilson? He thinks she goes to see her sister in New York. He’s so dumb
he doesn’t know he’s alive.’(p.18)
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2.4. In the main hall a bar with a real brass rail was set up, and stocked with
gins and liquors and with cordials so long forgotten that most of his
female guests were too young to know one from another. (p. 26)
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2.5. At first I thought it was another party, a wild rout that had resolved itself
into ‘hide-and-seek’ or ‘sardines- in- the-box’ with all the house thrown
open to the game. (p. 52)
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2.6. ‘I wonder where in the devil he met Daisy. By God, I may be oldfashioned in my ideas, but women run around too much these days to suit
me. They meet all kinds of crazy fish.’ (p. 66)
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2.7. We drank down nervous gaiety with the cold ale.
‘What‘ll we do with ourselves this afternoon? cried Daisy,’ and the day
after that and the next thirty years?’ (p.75)
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2.8. ‘Come on, Daisy’, said Tom, pressing her with his hand towards Gatsby’s
car. ‘I’ll take you in this circus wagon.’ (p.77)
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2.9. ‘I know I’m not very popular. I don’t give big parties. I suppose you’ve got
to make your house into a pigsty in order to have any friends- in the
modern world.’
…The transition from libertine to prig was so complete. (p. 83)
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2.10. ‘Once in a while I go off on a spree and make a fool of myself, but I
always come back, and in my heart I love her all the time.’
‘You’re revolting,’ said Daisy. (p.84)
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3. Predominance of Materialistic as well as shallow attitudes towards life
through Flapper Age
3.1. ‘How you ever get anything done is beyond me’. (p. 9)
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3.2. ‘Oh, I’ll stay in the East, don’t you worry; I’d be a God damned fool to live
anywhere else.’
At this point Miss Baker said: ’Absolutely!’ with such suddenness that I
startled. (p. 9)
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3.3. ‘Well, it’s a fine book. It’s all scientific stuff; it’s been proved’.
‘Tom’s getting very profound,’ said Daisy, with an expression of
unthoughtful sadness. ‘He reads deep books with long words in them’.
(p.10)
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3.4. ‘Is she from New York?’ I asked quickly. ‘From Louisville. Our white
girlhood was passed together there. Our beautiful white ...’ (p.14)
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3.5. The sister, Catherine, was a slender, worldly girl of about thirty, with a
solid, sticky bob of red hair. When she moved about there was an
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incessant clicking as innumerable pottery bracelets jingled up and down
upon her arms. (p. 20)
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3.6. Her laughter, her gestures, her assertions became more violently affected
moment by moment, and as she expanded the room grew smaller around
her. (p. 21)
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3.7. ‘Well, they say he is a nephew or a cousin of Kaiser Wilhelm’s. That is
where all his money comes from’.
‘Really?’(p. 22)
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3.8. They were at least aware of the easy money in the vicinity and convinced
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that it was theirs for a few words in the right key. (p. 28)
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3.9. A stout, middle-aged man, with enormous owl-eyed spectacles, was sitting
somewhat drunk on the edge of a great table, staring with unsteady
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concentration at the shelves of books. (p. 30)
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3.10. I was looking at an elegant young roughneck whose elaborate formality of
speech just missed being absurd. (p. 32)
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3.11. The very phrases were worn so threadbare that they evoked no image
except that of a turbaned ‘character’ leaking sawdust at every pore as he
pursued a tiger through Bois de Boulogne. (p. 42)
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3.12. Americans, while willing, even eager, to be serfs, have always been
obstinate about being peasantry. (p. 57)
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3.13. The transactions in Montana copper that made him many times a
millionaire, found him physically robust but on the verge of soft –
mindedness .(p. 63)
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3.14. Dan Cody inhospitably died. (p. 64)
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3.15. ‘You think I’m pretty dumb, don’t you? Perhaps I am, but I have a ___
almost a second sight, sometimes that tells me what to do. Maybe you
don’t believe that, but science__’(p. 77)
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The Analysis of the Translation of Social Systems Used in The Great

Gatsby and Its Translation
According to polysystem theory (1978), any translated text can be considered as
a system which functions in the larger social systems, so that such literary work
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cannot be studied separately but as a part of a literary system, which itself is
defined as a system of functions of literary order which are in continual
interrelationship with other orders. Besides, which finds significance with
regard to the polysystem, seems to be the interaction of the variable levels of
the system at a fixed moment in history. In this way, the concerning social
systems in both ST and TT are brought here, which could be significantly
categorized based on the specific feature of the American society through the
1920s, they have been reflecting:
The contempt of The West Eggers (the new money) by The East Eggers
(the old money): The most important and predominant social system pervading
the novel, as examples number 5 or 6 belong to this category
For the most part, the translator has well transferred some major social
systems which concern that main conflict between the two predominant classes
in the novel, namely The West Eggers (the new money) and The East Eggers

(the old money). Skillfully and through an individual discourse, the translator
has managed to convey Tom's contemptuous tone as the agent of aristocrats.
Especially, the suitable transfer of the way Tom has addressed Gatsby in the
novel, as well as most of the conversations between the two concerned groups
of characters, have come up to an appropriate work on the whole. This, have
increased the potency of his equivalents concerning the social systems.
Predominance of Materialistic as well as shallow attitudes towards life
through Flapper Age : The second major social system which pervades not only

The Great Gatsby but also other modern societies.
Although such social system is normal for modern societies, its concepts are
sometimes so complicated that their translations somehow seem demanding. In
this regard, there are some cases, for instance numbers 3.3, 3.4, 3.8. and 3.13
that the translator could not provide meaningful and appropriate equivalents
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for some materialistic concepts regarding the concerned social system. Exact
and relevant equivalents have had to be provided for some of the discussed
points.
Prevalence of immorality among different layers of the American society
through Jazz Age: another major social system and at the same time, the
commonest for the American society through 1920s
Since some of the items of this social system are somehow related to
culture, their translations have, by far, necessitated the translator’s more
thoughtful consideration. In this way, there are some cases for example
numbers 2.6, 2.7 where the translator have either contented himself to the mere
exact words (or social concepts) of the ST or have not wholly transferred the
significance of some social concepts of the ST. However, for most of the
sentences or phrases concerning the respective social system, the translator has
provided some meaningful and appropriate equivalents in the TT.

4. Conclusion
This research aimed to analyze the major social systems (as included in
polysystem theory) in the translation of The Great Gatsby. Such social systems
included the contempt of The West Eggers (the new money) by The East
Eggers (the old money), predominance of materialistic as well as shallow
attitudes towards life through Flapper Age and prevalence of immorality
among different layers of the American society through Jazz Age. As
demonstrated before, the translations of almost all the three social systems
have been somehow demanding. Besides, according to Munday (2001) and
early translation scholars, translations first take a place in the social systems of
the target culture and that place selects the translation strategies that are used.
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Thus, on deciding about a suitable translation for any social system, a
translator should consider the position of the concerned social items in the
receiving culture in order to be able to provide more relevant and exact
equivalents. This point may be also reminiscent of Toury’s view (1995) towards
translation. He considered translation to be an activity governed by norms,
socio-cultural constraints, specific to a culture and society which determine the
type and extent of equivalence manifested in actual translations.
Therefore, it can be deduced from the above comments that one of the key
factors in analyzing a literary translator’s success in transferring social systems
of a literary text can be the extent he has managed to effectively convey the
concerned systems in the TT’s social context. This means neither the
employment of the same foreign words of ST in the translated text, nor their
thorough change and dictation of the TT’s social systems on them. Rather, the
suitable transference of the ST’s systems, considering those of the TT is
intended. This which somehow seems a challenge to most of the Iranian literary
translators, as it has been demonstrated before, has been a positive point in
Emami’s translation of The Great Gatsby.
According to polysystem theory, a literary translator has to take it into
account that the work he has decided to translate, has been written in a specific
time and place with its particular addressees whose cultural and social systems
on the one hand, and beliefs and knowledge of the world on the other hand, are
wholly different from those of the TT’s readers. He has to convey the same ST’s
concepts to his own addressees in the best way that takes the TT’s cultural,
literary and social systems into consideration. Apart from some minor cases of
either misunderstanding or inappropriate transference of some social concepts
concerning the related social systems, he has fairly provided many
comprehensible and significant equivalents in all the three categorized social
168
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systems, which have come up to a valuable work on the whole. Although he has
sometimes preferred a ST-oriented technique, especially in reflecting that main
conflict between the two predominant classes in the novel, namely the new
money and the old money, he has managed to produce an enriched and fluent
text with the use of his admirably creative and dynamic prose.
At the end, to generalize the conclusion of the study to the domain of
literary translation in Iran as a whole, it can be deduced that, working
according to polysystem theory, approximately most of the literary translators
in Iran have fortunately managed to convey the ST’s concepts existing in its
social systems, into their appropriate equivalents, considering the respective
structures of the TT.
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